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Abstract 
 

We attempt to make a new experimental 
program for basic chemical education. This program 
is organized by the staffs of Department of Applied 
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Department 
of Liberal Arts & Science, and the Engineering 
Educators. So far the class has been organized in an 
each department. Therefore such a construction of 
experiment class spreading over different 
departments is really revolutionary. The sequential 
contents are arranged from the basic to practical 
chemical experiments and closely linked to the 
fundamental chemistry. Furthermore these 
experiments are followed by the contents in the 
model core curriculum. In this program the students 
consider the content everywhere in the experiments. 
This program thus encourages them to understand 
the chemical experiment by themselves. The students 
may acquire both the knowledge of basic chemistry 
and the skill of experimental operation during the 
attendance in experiment classes for 7 weeks. 
 
Keywords: Fundamental chemistry, Pedagogy & 
Learning, Learning Design and Teaching Strategies, 
Students' Roles in Teaching & Learning Advances 
 
Introduction 
 

This experimental program is enforced for 7 weeks 
as one course of "basic engineering experiment for 
production" conducted for 15 weeks from April in every 
year.  This curriculum has already been enforced to the 
upper classes of four engineering departments in the 
N.I.T. Toyama College until last year. However, 
because of a request to begin a specialized experimental 
education from earlier grade, this program is left to each 
department from this year.  

 Originally a staff in Department of Applied 
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering attempted to 
construct a new experiment class. However, such a 
specialized class began just in second grade, and 
students studied only fundamental chemistry in first 

grade. The staff requested other members for 
cooperation. One of staffs belonging to Department of 
Liberal Arts & Science for teaching the fundamental 
chemistry, and other staffs in Engineering Educators 
participated in both specialized experiment classes and 
fundamental chemistry experiment classes. When this 
experimental program was planned, we considered 
connecting a specialized class with a basic fundamental 
class of chemistry. In addition we expected a menu so 
that the students acquired both the knowledge of 
chemistry and the skill of experiment.  The contents of 
this program have been developed under the above 
background, and are so wide including organic 
chemistry, inorganic chemistry, analytical chemstry, 
materials science and biochemitry. 
 
Implementing method   
 

Table 1 shows the contents of basic engineering 
experiment curriculum. This experiment class is done 
for 7 weeks. As this class is operated for six hours on 
every Thursday, one chapter a day advances. The most 
right column shows the correspondence with the model 
core curriculum.  

The first chapter is concerned with the most 
important knowledge of the chemical experiment. In 
Chapter 1, the student learns the safety of chemical 
experiment. The students learn also how to handle 
glassware, chemical reagents and fire. They further 
learn how to act at the time of accident. In learning the 
safety, they perform the training of the dangerous 
foresight using KYT (accident prediction training). 
Completing both a laboratory notebook and a report also 
is learnt. We explain differences between a laboratory 
notebook and an usual notebook, and let students 
consider why it is necessary. The experiment on flame 
reaction is also carried out. It was once introduced as a 
detection method of the ingredient element in 
fundamental chemistry. The students summarize the 
result in their report after the flame reaction experiment. 

 In Chapter 2, the students study the glass. We 
reproduce some ancient ways to make some bulky 
glasses from a silicon dioxide2). The ways of fusing and 
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Table 1. The curriculum contents of basic engineering experiment for Applied Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 

 

working of glass also are treated in this chapter. In 
Chapter 3, the water for experiment is learnt. We 
explain an ion included in the tap water, and the purity 
of  water necessary for experiment. Until that time, ion 
is already learnt in the class of fundamental chemistry. 
The experiment on the electric conductivity of the 
solution is conducted. The students understand that 
electric conductivity changes with change of an ion of 
the solution. In Chapter 4, the concentration of solution 
is learnt. The students in the class of fundamental 
chemistry then study a way to calculate the molar 
concentration. The molar concentration and percent 
concentration of mass are learnt chiefly. The students 
not only calculate but also really make the solution. This 
experiment is related to the method that we have 
reported before3). We confirmed whether correct 
solution was made at present individual experiments. 
The subject of Chapter 5 is concerned with materials. 
Metals and polymers are mainly studied. This 
introduces students into inorganic chemistry and 
polymer science. Many lump-shaped samples of 
different materials are used as follows; magnesium, 
aluminum, titanium, zinc, iron, stainless steel, brass, 
copper and lead, carbon, wood, polymethyl-
metacrylate(PMMA), polyethylenetelephalate(PET) and 
polystyrene (PS), (Figure 1). The students measure the 
density of those various substances. In Chapter 6, the 
students experience biotechnology. Studying this 
subject is first time for them  after entrance into our 
college. The students perform some experiments using 
the baker's yeast, and observe it with the microscope. In 
Chapter 7, the students learn organic chemistry. As the 
organic chemistry is learnt in the latter term, this 
program has introductory contents of the organic 

chemistry. We use well known ethanol and sugar as test 
materials. 

 
Results and Discussion 
 

This program is made to connect the subject of 
fundamental chemistry taught in Department of Liberal 
Arts & Science with the specialized chemistry in 
Department of Applied Chemistry and Chemical 
Engineering. Generally, since the educational contents 
in the class are left to each teacher, it is rare that the 
contents in different classes are assembled 
systematically over departments. Not to mention, there 
was no attempt to combine different class contents 
beyond the department. Because such a systematical 
learning was considered to be predominantly efficient 
for a student, we have tried to cooperate and construct a 
department cross-sectional chemical experiment class. 
We considered widely extended contents of class 
including organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, 
material science and biotechnology. Furthermore, this 

Chapter Content Details Correspondence with the 
model core curriculum1) 

1 Before a chemical 
experiment 

• Why do you learn chemistry? 
• Safety for chemical experiment 
• Completing a laboratory notebook and a report 
• Flame reaction 

5-2-4 II-D (p. 36) 

2 Glass • About glass 
• Making glass 
• Glass fusing and  glasswork 

5-2-4 II-D (p. 36) 

3 Water for experiment • The water for an experiment 
• Electric conductivity by the neutralization 
• Ion of tap water 

6-1-5 V-E-3 (p. 68) 

4 The concentration of 
solution 

• Molar concentration  
• How to make the solution 
• Inorganic analysis for metal cation 
• Check the method and technique 

5-2-3 II-C (p. 35) 

5 Materials • Metal and plastic 
• Density of various substances 

6-1-5 V-E-2 (p. 67) 

6 Biotechnology • Useful microbe 
• Preparation of the immobilized baker's yeast 
• Observation with the microscope 

6-1-5 VIII-E-8 (p.72) 

7 Organic chemistry • The detection of ethanol (Iodoform reaction) 
• The detection of sugar 

6-1-5 V-E-1 (p. 67) 

Fig. 1  The lump-shaped samples of metals 
and polymers 
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class includes the contents complied with the model 
core curriculum. Since the safety education is especially 
encouragd in our college, it is put on the first day. The 
class content of Chapter 1 is incorporated widely from a 
primer like "Safety for chemical experiment" and 
"Completing laboratory notebook and report" to a 
practice such as "Flame reaction".  We adopt KYT in the 
safety education. KYT cards shown in Figure 2 are 
distributed to students. KYT reminds the students the 
danger hiding behind the experiment. KYT is continued 

for not only fundamental chemistry experiment but also 
specialized analytic chemistry experiment. Furthermore, 
we let students purchase a professional laboratory 
notebook at the first time and use this notebook at 
subseqent experiment class continuously. Accordingly, 
the student may preliminarily review the operation of 
experiment. In chapter 2, 3 and 4, students learn to treat 
glassware, water and solution which are frequently used 
in experiment. We adopt the many plans in which 
students are interested in this class content. For example, 
at the first class of glass, we have a lecture on the origin 
of the glass. After that, the students make a glass by an 
old method, and then they process the glass by fusing. 
Finally the students produce the glassware for 
experiment. Figure 3 shows the class of glass 
experiment. By the class of glass, the students obtain the 
knowledge of glass and how to handle it. The water and 
the solution used in the chemical experiment are 
particularly important. The students learn ion in water 
using an electric conductivity. As the ion is already 
studied in the fundamental chemistry, the students may 
understand furthermore.  In addition, learning the ion in 
the water leads them to understand that pure water is 
necessary for the experiment. The experiment of prepare 
solution is done as an examination in this class. The 
staffs strictly check each student's procedure of solution 
making to confirm that all the students are able to make 
solution, because the preparation method of solution is 
much frequently used while at college. For the same 
period, the fandamental chemistry gives the students a 
way of calculation for solution making. The training of 
solution preparation is conducted for the students to 
learn in two classes at the same time. 

 
 

Melting pot 

Muffle  

a                                                      b                                          c 

Cutting                      Extending 

Fig.3  Class of glass  a:  Making a glass after an old method, b: Glass fusing, c: Glassware producing 

Bent 

Finished products 

Fig.2  KYT card  

KYT card  
 

Let's search danger which lurks in today’s experiment. 
 

Are you not caught? 
 

Do not you have to worry to cut or rub? 
 

Are you not rolled up? 
 

Do not you fall, or do not you fall down? 
 

Do not you burn yourself? 
 

Do not you hurt your lower back at weight? 
 

Do not you get an electric shock? 
 

Others 
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Chapters 5, 6 and 7 show the introduction to the 
specialized subjects. In metal and polymer classes, the 
students may realize some differences in materials in 
weight by treating directly the metal simple substance  
using the metal densimetry. In addition, they may 
actually know a variety of high polymerized compounds. 
In biotechnology class, the students are taught on the 
biotechnology in many aspects of the experiment.This 
experiment is divided into five parts. (1) Fixation of the 
immobilized baker's yeast : This method is an easy way 
to separate the liquid, and it is a simulation of industrial 
level of reaction. (2) Alcohol fermentation : Yeast 
decomposes a sugar to alcohol, carbon dioxide and 
water. As the educational content of alcohol 
fermentation contains both organic chemistry and 
biotechnology, it is most suitable for their introduction. 
(3) Microscopy observation of baker's yeast : Yeast is 
confirmed on the state of size and the increase in 
amount. This experiment aims to familiarize the sudents 
with the increase in yeast. (4) Iodoform reaction : It is 
done to confirm the generation of ethanol. When the 
students learn the iodoform reaction in the latter period, 
it leads them to the solid understanding. (5) Glucose 
detection : One of staffs give a demonstration of  
experiment using the enzyme. The students may observe 
the color to change from colorless to red after warming. 
The introduction to a specialty and wide knowledge of 
chemistry are established after these experiment classes 
for 7 weeks. This experiment classes attract the interest 
of student, and therefore the educational effect is high. 
 
Conclusions 
 

We attempt to make a new experimental program for 
basic chemical education. This program is organized by 
the staffs of Department of Applied Chemistry and 
Chemical Engineering, Department of Liberal Arts & 
Science, and the Engineering Educators. The class has 
been so far organized in an each department, and thus 
such a construction of experiment class over different 
departments is really revolutionary. We consider 
connecting a specialized class with a fundamental class 
of chemistry. The class contents are complied with a 
model core curriculum. The contents widely range from 
organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, material science 
and biotechnology. Especially in Chapter 1, the 
education on safety is encouraged. In Chapters 2-4, the 
students learn the contents of glassware, water and 
solution, which are frequently used in many 
experiments. Chapters 5-7 give the introduction to each 
specialized subject. By these experiment classes 
performed for 7 weeks, both the specialty and the wide 
knowledge of chemistry are certainly given to the 
students. 
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Abstract

Helsinki Metropolia University of Applied
Sciences (HMUAS) is the largest UAS in Finland,
formed in merger of EVTEK and STADIA in 2008.
HMUAS and its forerunners have applied various
forms of project-based- and problem-oriented
teaching. In Industrial Management (STADIA) this
was called Total Project Learning since year 2000.
EVTEK adopted CDIO 2005.

The funding model of the Universities of Applied
Sciences in Finland was reformed in 2013 and entry
structure of all engineering programmes within the
UAS system was implemented in 2014. The result is
overall reduction of funding, based on output results
only. This placed high requirements on each UAS
own strategy in improving learning results and
lowering drop-out rates. Radical changes in all
curricula of HMUAS engineering programmes were
introduced fall 2014. The first year of studies was
organized into four periods of 8 weeks. Each period
implements one integrated practical project,
supported with theory studies, like mathematics,
physics and communications skills. The project
details are joint responsibility of a team of teachers.

Teacher’s new and changing role as an enabler of
learning instead a source of knowledge is discussed.
Our first year themes in ICT are “Games”,
“Robots”, “Objects”, and “Networks”, providing
different views on the ICT as a profession. The
author’s experience is in teaching Robots, using
easy-to-use programmable electronics blocks and
graphical programming. Students are oriented to
innovative design and quick prototyping right from
the beginning. Advanced results are discussed with
orientation aimed at Health Technology. One year of
positive experience encouraged similar integrated
curricula in later studies. Selection of major studies
is after first year. Motivation and understanding of
the field of choice is clearer for the students.
Improvements indicate higher study point levels and
lower drop-outs, compared to the previous frontal-
based and teacher-oriented methods. This problem
may be rather non-existent in Japanese kosen, but
common in many European UAS’s.

Keywords: CDIO, PBL, curriculum, pedagogy,
engineering education, reform, funding

Introduction

The paper reviews briefly main idea of the CDIO-
initiative and a perspective on HMUAS initial
approaches in introducing it in engineering education
during its merger process. Other aspects can be found in
Haapaniemi et al (2013). Soon after, however, a rapid
series of educational system reforms were introduced in
Finland to improve overall efficiency and impact of the
whole educational system. These legislative and funding
system reforms have speeded up introduction of new
integrated and theme-based curriculums. The principles
and implementation of first year bachelor’s studies are
discussed. Based on the experience and initial results
fully module-based curriculums were introduced on
most of the engineering programmes. This paper
focuses on author’s own experience in first year
“Robots” theme and its relevance in further elaborating
the theme-idea in all later years of study. Observations
of the impact are extend to student cognition and group
work skills, as well as need of teacher collaboration and
potential obstacles from their professional perspective.

The CDIO Approach to Learning

Worldwide CDIO Initiative (2013) present that
CDIO (Conceive-Design-Implement-Operate) is as an
innovative educational framework for producing next
generation of engineers. CDIO Initiative was developed
and implemented by Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), Royal Institute of Technology
(KTH),  Chalmers  University  of  Technology  and
Linkoping University. Starting point for the
development of CDIO Initiative in the 1980’s and
1990’s was the criticism that engineering education was
too theory and science oriented, and there was not
enough emphasis on practical skills such as design,
communications, ethics, sustainable development and
teamwork. CDIO was put to use in 2000; nowadays,
there are 97 collaborating educational institutions
worldwide utilizing CDIO. More information on CDIO
can be found at www.cdio.org.

Crawley et al (2007) presents that CDIO Initiative
was developed with the input from stakeholders that are
students, academics, industry and engineers. In CDIO
deep learning of technical fundamentals and set of
practical skills are combined into dual impact learning.
The main goal of the CDIO is to educate students that
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are able to: 1) Master a deeper working knowledge of
technical fundamentals, 2) Lead in the creation and
operation of new products, processes and systems, and
3) Understand the importance and strategic impact of
research and technological development on society.

The CDIO is based on the principle that product and
system lifecycle development and deployment are the
appropriate context for engineering education. Crawley
et  al  (2007)  describes  the  four  phases  of  CDIO  as
follows: 1) Conceive: define customer needs; consider
technology, enterprise strategy, and regulations; and,
develop conceptual, technical, and business plans, 2)
Design: focus on creating the design - plans, drawings,
and algorithms - describing what will be implemented,
3) Implement: transform the design into the product,
including manufacturing, coding, testing and validation,
and 4) Operate: implement product to deliver the
intended value, including maintaining, evolving and
retiring the system.

CDIO Syllabus presented by Crawley et al (2007)
defines specific learning outcomes and CDIO Standards,
presented in Table 1; act as a guideline for educational
program implementation, reform, evaluation and
continuous development.

Table 1: CDIO Standards Crawley et al (2007)

Std 1 CDIO as Context
Std 2 CDIO Syllabus Outcomes
Std 3 Integrated Curriculum
Std 4 Introduction to Engineering
Std 5 Design-Build Experiences
Std 6 CDIO Workspaces
Std 7 Integrated Learning Experiences
Std 8 Active Learning
Std 9 Enhancement of Faculty CDIO Skills
Std 10 Enhancement of Faculty Teaching Skills
Std 11 CDIO Skills Assessment
Std 12 CDIO Program Evaluation

The set of standards allows for flexible and gradual
adaptation of the recommendations toward a full CDIO
implementation. Our approach is described below.

The CDIO Approach in HMUAS  2008-2013

Helsinki Metropolia University of Applied Sciences
(HMUAS)  is  the  largest  UAS  in  Finland.  HMUAS
offers education in the fields of Technology, Healthcare,
Arts, and Culture. Engineering studies are offered in 30
degree programs for about 8300 students. HMUAS was
formed in merger of its forerunners EVTEK and
STADIA in 2008.

EVTEK started the process of adopting CDIO
already in 2005. The goal was to apply CDIO Initiative
to all engineering programmes. Schrey-Niemenmaa et al
(2010) present the early steps included, e.g. several
surveys such as stakeholder expectations, execution
surveys and quality assurance. In the early phase,
described in Schrey-Niemenmaa et al (2009) all existing
engineering programmes were evaluated to identify

success factors and development needs, a change agent
network was created, emphasis was put to systematic
data collection and analysis, and an implementation plan
was  prepared.  In  merging  to  HMUAS  the  CDIO  main
concepts were introduced to all engineering programs.
Ikonen et al (2009) introduce one step to adapt CDIO
syllabus in HMUAS was the implementation of the
Challenge Based Learning (CBL) project in Embedded
Engineering education. Project Based Learning (PBL) is
heavily used in HMUAS as can be seen in Piironen et al
(2010) and Piironen et al (2011). HMUAS joined CDIO
collaboration in 2008; since then HMUAS has used the
CDIO principles in all engineering study programs.
Examples  of  CDIO  type  functions  are  1st  year
orientation project, 3rd or 4th year multidisciplinary
innovation project, and 4th year thesis project.

Orientation project: In the first year’s Orientation or
introductory project student will learn project working
and brainstorming skills. Orientation project is carried
out actively and experimentally in co-operation with
companies; it will give students a realistic vision from
their future profession. The goal is to motivate students
for the long journey ahead.

Innovation project:  In the third or fourth year’s
Innovation project students will learn working in mixed
multidisciplinary teams (e.g. students from technology,
culture and healthcare) and develop innovations
together with companies and/or public sector. In
innovation project students are responsible of the entire
project; teacher’s role is to activate and coach.

Thesis project: The fourth year’s Bachelor thesis
project is carried out together with companies and/or
public sector, this project is carried out individually or
in a small team. The subject for the project is originated
from a real problem or challenge. Exchange students
from Japan and other countries are typically integrated
into the innovation projects and thesis projects; issues
related to exchange students are presented more in later
chapters.

Recent Steering Level Reforms in National Context

Both universities and universities of applied sciences
are funded by Ministry of Education (MoE) and there
are no tuition fees for students in Finland. However, the
decline in economy has increased the pressure on
increasing quantitative results on public financing.
Increasing international competition within the industry
has also placed new and even higher requirements on
the engineering profession. Thirdly, especially in
Finland, the rapid ageing results an unfavourable
demographic development in terms of public economy.

The implementation methods of political reforms are
traditionally divided as 1) legislative reforms; 2)
funding model changes; and 3) informational steering.
Legislative changes obviously require parliamentary
process initiated by the government. Financial model
changes may require some legislative changes but are
within the mandate of the MoE to implement. Reporting
responsibility and publishing comparative information
to enable actor’s self-steering are the essential elements
of informational steering.
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As a consequence, many radical political reforms
were implemented over the past few years. The
universities were given their own legal identity in a
form  of  a  private  company  in  2010  and  were  thus
separated from the direct governmental budgeting. The
UAS’s had this opportunity already in 2008, and the last
ones were forced to enter private status in 2014.

The entry structure, or the possible program titles
from the perspective of a potential student, of all
engineering programmes was also reformed within the
UAS system in 2014. The number of possible
programme titles was reduced, simplified and unified.
This resulted larger areas of educational responsibilities,
which were granted to individual UAS’s, leaving them
autonomy to decide details by themselves. Together
with the output-based funding model, also the
responsibility and financial risk was transferred from
MoE to the UAS’s.

The funding model of the Universities of Applied
Sciences in Finland was reformed in 2014. The result is
overall reduction of funding, based on output results
only. The overall fixed funding is competed with
relative performance indicators: if all UAS’s increase
their performance same amount, their funding still
remains the same. This placed high requirements on
each UAS own strategy in improving learning results
and  lowering  drop-out  rates.  Now,  after  one  year,  it  is
possible to review the impact and first practical level
experiences of a rather large-scale reform.

Theme-based Curriculum Development by 2014

CDIO, as discussed earlier, is one of the most well-
known systematic efforts towards project-based learning.
The CDIO initiative has united a number of engineering
institutions around a common curriculum structure,
including several Finnish universities. Another global
model  which  extends  beyond  engineering  is  led  by  the
Aalborg University in Denmark. The CDIO model
includes one project in each academic year, whereas the
PBL model followed in Aalborg is totally based on
thematic project courses. (Vesikivi et al 2015.)

Structural reforms in all curricula of HMUAS
engineering programmes were introduced in fall 2014.
The general curriculum guideline structure is presented
in Table 2. The top level elements acted as a guideline
for most program implementations. Specific to ICT
programme, the first year themes are also shown under
the heading Orientation to ICT. All programmes
organize  the  first  year  of  studies  on  more  or  less
integrated modules with themes and common to all
students in the specific programme. Major subjects are
selected  at  the  end  of  the  first  year.  For  example,  the
Health Technology, as discussed further, is one of them.

 All programmes contain Innovation Studies,
specifically intended to mix students from different
programmes into same project groups. This is continued
from the previous curriculums, but supported with rigid
methodological studies. Elective Studies are intended to
expand, nearly to double, the possibility to freely select
personal study paths by taking modules or individual
courses from other majors, as pre-requisites allow.

Table 2: HMUAS Engineering Curriculum Guideline

All engineering programmes include Practical
training at industry and finally Bachelor’s Thesis, which
is nearly without exception, done at industry.

For non-European readers is necessary to note that
we comply with the European Credit transfer System
(ECTS), which stipulates that one year of students work
equals to 40 weeks or 1600 working hours and is
credited as 60 ects. Thus the items in Table 2 represent
Orientation to ICT as one year (60 ects), the selected
Major as 1,5 years (30+60 ects), and Elective Studies
provide now half year timing window of selecting
modules or courses from other programmes. This
window allows also flexible student exchanges of half
year without affecting other parts of the personal
curriculum. More flexibility stems from the timing of
Practical training and Thesis. However, opposite to the
flexibilities, it is even more important to effectively
implement the actual study modules with good passing
score and results.

Timing reforms means  that  all  the  first  year  of
studies were organized into four periods of 8 weeks.
Each period implements one integrated practical project,
supported with theory studies, like mathematics, physics
and communications skills.

Pedagogy reform means that the project details are
joint responsibility of a team of teachers. This
implementation detail is difficult to document in the
curriculum itself. However, it is a critical in successful
implementation and should not be overlooked.
Significant time and effort was used to create the theme
topics and discussing the balance of each teacher’s
resource to support the theme. These processes are
culturally complex, dependent on strength of
professions, and on differences in institutional- and
national cultures. The time and effort needed in this
process should not to be underestimated.

In the ICT programme, all major studies share the
same structure of Foundations of the Major Studies (*)
being 30 ects, and Majors (**) being 60 ects, thus
enabling cross-study of Foundations from other Majors
as Elective (***). In comparison between the CDIO and
the Aalborg model, our approach to the first year studies
favouring the totality of integration and many shorter
projects introduce more elements of the latter.
Implementation of the Major Studies introduced similar
structure, favouring multiple shorter thematic projects.
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Results: the First Year Project Learning Experiences

Our first year themes in ICT are “Games and
Mobiles”, “Robots (Devices)”, “Objects”, and
“Networks”, providing different views on the ICT as a
profession. Vesikivi et al (2015) reports in detail a
cross-comparison of two Finnish teaching groups and
two international groups, as well as a longitude
comparison of years 2012-2014, showing the impact of
the curriculum change.

The author’s experience is in teaching Robots, using
easy-to-use programmable electronics blocks and
graphical programing1. Students are encouraged to start
from solution-oriented and open approaches to real-
world problems, even if they do not have knowledge of
all underlying technical details. This kind of top-down -
approach is very much opposite to the traditional
bottom-up path from theory and components finally
towards solutions by the time of graduation. The four
theme-based topics are still quite generic. Our special
interest is to ensure that the special themes, such as
Health Technology are adequately introduced to the
potential  students  as  they  select  their  major  for  the
second year. The curriculum lacking such theme-based
modules as such, we encourage choosing project topics
and applications appropriately. The focus is more on
asking relevant questions than finding answers, and
more on system level concepts than detail. We expect
this innovative design and quick prototyping right from
the beginning to stimulate interest in detail also.

Hjort et al (2015) reports our experiences from a
student collaboration perspective. Especially relevant
result is the early development of reflective and group
working skills, which are increasingly needed in the
modern working life. This is important in modern
client-oriented engineering work, but specifically
important in multi-disciplinary and applied fields of
engineering, such as Health Technology. Future
research will indicate if the positive outlook now will
carry forward in later study years.

Teacher’s traditional role transforms into an enabler
of learning painfully, however. Collaboration among the
team of teachers if of vital importance. Weekly co-
ordination meetings and sharing of materials are all
necessary. As student groups are working in an
integrated project style, they certainly expect the same
from the teacher team. The old habits of teachers linger
on long time. Thus our one year of experience in turning
around a large and autonomous group of professionals is
relatively short.

The other aspect of teacher’s role change is that
problem-oriented teaching and projects bring into focus
new open problems with possibly no known solutions in
advance. Teacher’s role will be enabler of learning,
helping to find information, guiding and perhaps
limiting  the  scope  and  complexity  of  the  tasks  to  a
reasonable level. The safety of prepared teaching
material and exact pre-planned lecture schedule is

1 E-blocks® and Flowcode® are registered trademarks
of Matrix Technology Solutions Ltd, UK.

subject to change. New unexperienced issues arise. The
teacher is drawn into the learning process themselves.
Teachers with R&D and industry project experience are
likely to be inspired about this style, as reflects their real
working life experience. Teachers with more theory
background or long traditional teaching experience may
find this working style irrational and perhaps
constructing knowledge in flawed or incomplete way.

We are still working on more applied and coherent
ways to integrate necessary amount of mathematics and
physics into the theme-based projects. In general, these
subjects are spread over time more, so the future will
show the final skill outcome of the curriculum
implementation. The timing reform enables
differentiation of content more to apply to the selected
major, as required by the professional tasks at hand.

Discussion: Themes in Health Technology

Relatively advanced project results within the
Robots-theme include: construction and programming
of PIC-processor based gyroscope sensor-game, colour
sensor with display, simple sound generation, a remote
controlled toy car with distance sensor, among others.
The phrase “Relative advanced” reflects the fact that the
theme was either the second or third of the 8-week
themes, so the student background in programming and
digital electronics was very minimal prior the course.

Selection of major studies is after first year. Now,
the motivation and understanding of the field of choice
is clearer for the students. Improvements are shown in
higher study point levels and lower drop-outs, compared
to the previous frontal-based and teacher-oriented
methods. The first implementation of the course showed
full pass of the group, with one exception for other
personal  reasons  with  the  student.  The  first  year  of
positive experience encouraged similar integrated
curricula in later studies, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Health Technology Overview

Foundation to the Major (*) is provided by two 15
ects theme modules on Physiological Measurement
Technology, to be implemented as consecutive 8 week
periods in fall 2015. Similarly the Major Studies (**)
extends in spring 2016 as two period themes of
Customer Oriented Software Applications and in fall
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2016 with two period themes of Health Technology
Devices and Applications.

The curriculum was completed for the later study
years after experience on actual implementation of the
first year. The main principles remained: 1) all studies
are organized as 8 week periods; 2) each period has a
strong overall theme which ties the work together; 3)
each period has maximum of 3 separate courses of 5
ects  each;  in  example  of  PMT II  below one  of  them is
an applied project course: Health Technology Project 1.

Table 4: Health Technology Thematic Implementation

The curriculum design exercise revealed some
pragmatic findings in relation to our original principles.
First, to gain deep enough knowledge and skills, the
same theme can and should cover whole semester with
gradually deepening learning objectives. This is why, in
fact we described learning objectives for the pair of
consecutive modules, in addition to both periods. This
outcome is also relevant from the perspective of the
industry employer.

Secondly, as our former learning objectives were
written mainly on individual course level (typically 3
ects each) the level of detail was extensive but in overall
very loosely coupled. In formulating the learning
objectives formulated in general and consistent way,
frameworks such as the European Qualifications
Framework (EQF 2015) proved to be useful, especially
as  HMUAS  holds  the  ECTS  label  and  is  obliged  to
publish all curricula in English for our partner
universities in Europe. In fact, this structured our own
work also.

For logistical reasons it is good to keep one group
together so that they as much as possible take whole 15
ects offering to avoid overlapping schedules. The period
theme should be offered at one campus only, with only
exceptionally whole days on other campuses. This
situation arises from the large size and distributed
schedule planning of the HMUAS organization.

The last fall back to a slightly more course structure
relates to possibility in building individual study choices
and for administrative need to recognize and credit
previous studies. However, as there are only three
parallel running courses at any one time in a student
weekly programme, the complexity of group-, teacher-,
and learning space -coordination is greatly reduced.

The focus is on the fact that the group is working in
a particular learning space and will be guided by one or

more teacher, or they are expected to continue their
project occasionally short periods independently. To
maintain this timing pressure over the contact teaching
periods, each thematic period actually requires a team
work with a target and time limit. This is why in Table 4
shows the integrating applied project.

Conclusions

The paper outlines a historical and administrative
context to the current status of our theme-based
curriculum development in HMUAS. The history shows
that changes in academic organization occur slowly. A
short view on our national reforms give a better
perspective on policy implementations, which are in line
with policy implementations in many OECD countries
over last 10 years. These include expecially in increase
of institutional autonomy and responsibility, promoting
competitiveness and industry co-operation and reduced,
output-oriented public funding models.

Our curriculum development and introduction of
PBL-principles reflect a response to the steering
pressures. The paper discussed the experiences of the
first year, fully project and theme-based curriculum.
The impacts extend to student grouping, teacher teams
and their collaboration. The results are early and
references are made to parallel papers for details.

Authors own reflections are on areas of first year
robot theme teaching and full Health Informatics
programme curriculum design, partly encouraged by
experience. The Health Technology programme has
been running since 2008, with now a major revision in
2014.  As discussed, the first group of major studies in
integrated curriculum starts in fall 2015. Our
expectation is that the first year experience in learning
to collaborate in project orientation carries forward in
professional studies. Health Technology proved to be a
popular choice of major studies and we can expect a
motivated and informed group to begin with.
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Abstract 
 
 This paper presents the action research project 
which compares two different approaches "Case-
study approach” & “Problem-based learning 
approach with Progressive guidance, Peer 
assessment and Self-reflection" of teaching the 
module "Thinking and Problem Solving" for Year-1 
Diploma students in the School of Engineering, 
Nanyang Polytechnic.  Both groups work on the 
same problem: (a) smoking & (b) time management. 
 Students in the 1st group were taught using the 
“Case-study” approach. They were divided into 
teams. Each team was tasked to analyse the cases, 
discuss and present their analysis results. Students 
were observed to be less interested in these cases. 
Some students would refer to the “model answer” 
from previous batches of students for analysis 
results. Some students pointed out the lack of 
creative thinking training via case study. 
 Students in the 2nd group were taught using the 
"Problem-Based Learning" approach. Students 
were divided into teams of 3 to 4 students and they 
presented their findings toward the end of the 
module. The progressive guidance by lecturer 
facilitates the students in knowing how to put theory 
into practical problem solving and ensures that each 
path that they have taken is correct and does not 
deviate too much from the right path forward. The 
peer assessment encouraged students to focus on 
other groups' presentations and enhance their 
learning. Individual self-reflection further 
consolidates the students' learning values and 
deepens the learning and thinking processes.  
 The results for the Action Research project 
which spans over the two years using 77 Year-1 
students (qualitative students’ feedback, quantitative 
students’ feedback, students’ engagement, staff 
feedback) were gathered and analyzed.  
 The results show that the proposed "Problem-
Based Learning" approach with Progressive 
guidance, Peer assessment and Self-reflection offers 
more benefits for students taking the "Thinking and 
Problem Solving" module than the "Case-study" 
approach.  

 Future plan is to expand the methodology to 
other suitable modules in the School of Engineering 
so as to benefit more students, modules and staff.  
  
Keywords: action research, active learning, problem-
based learning, peer assessment, thinking skills  
 
 
Introduction 
 

This paper presents the action research project 
which compares two different approaches "Case-study 
approach & Problem-based learning approach with 
Progressive guidance, Peer assessment and Self-
reflection" of teaching the module "Thinking and 
Problem Solving" for Year-1 Diploma of Telematics 
and Media Technology (DTMT) students in the School 
of Engineering, Nanyang Polytechnic.  

A problem exists where we have an opportunity to 
make a difference and to make things better. Problem 
solving is transforming an actual current situation (Now 
state) into a desired future situation. Two key questions 
posed by Crawley, E., Malmqvist, J., Ostlund, S. & 
Brodeur, D.R. (2007) helped in the design of the module 
topics and student learning outcomes: 

 What is the full set of knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes that engineering students should possess 
as they leave the university, and at what level of 
proficiency? 

 How can lecturer do better at ensuring that students 
learn these skills? 

  
Key topics of the module are: 

1. Thinking Skills 
  * Critical thinking 
  * Creative thinking 

2. Problem Solving Skills  
   * Problem solving models 

  * Cause analysis 
  * Solution generation and selection 
  * Implementation, monitoring and evaluation 
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The student learning outcomes are:  

At the end of this module, students will be able to: 

1. develop a systematic approach to creative thinking 
2. develop a systematic approach to critical thinking   
3. identify and analyse problems 
4. generate ideas and possible solutions to problems 
 
 
Materials and Methods or Pedagogy   
  
 Two groups of students were taught using two 
different approaches. The first group (control group) of 
38 Year-1 students from the Diploma in Telematics and 
Media Technology program was taught using "Case-
Study" approach, which bridges the gap between theory 
and practice and between the academy and the 
workplace (Barkley, Cross & Major, 2005). The second 
group of 39 Year-1 students from the same diploma 
program was taught using the "Problem-Based 
Learning" approach. Both groups work on the same 
problem:  

(a) smoking   
(b) time management   

 
 Students in the first group were divided into teams 
of 3 to 4 students. Each team is to analyse the cases, 
discuss and present their analysis results. Students were 
observed to be less interested in these cases. Some 
students would refer to the “model answer” from 
previous batches of students for analysis results. Some 
students pointed out the lack of creative thinking 
training via case study. 
 
 Students in the second group were divided into 
teams of 3 to 4 students and they presented their 
findings toward the end of the module. Students from 
other teams were expected to question the presentation 
team and marks would be awarded for asking useful and 
relevant questions. Students were required to rank the 
performance of other teams with the following criterion: 

1. Problem statement – clarity & conciseness 
2. Critical thinking to identify the root cause of the 

problem 
3. Creative solutions 
4. Best solution identification 
5. SWOT analysis 
6. Survey done and analysis 
7. Presentation slides and skills 
8. Question-and-answer 
9. Team work 

 
 Student assessment of other students’ work has 
many benefits to learning for the assessor and assessee. 
It helps students develop the ability to make judgement 
which is an important skill for life-long learning 
(Brown, Rust and Gibbs 1994), promotes higher order 
thinking skills, encourages students to focus on other 
groups' presentations and enhances their autonomous 
learning capability. In the implementation, it was noted 

that students were much more participative and 
motivated in their learning. 
  In the progressive guidance, students were to 
identify problems that they like to work on/ trouble 
them, exploit and analyse the likely causes, identify root 
cause, develop potential solutions and determine the 
best solution to solve the root cause of the problem.  
 
 
Examples of problems are:  

1. How to minimize stress during examination period?  
2. How to manage time well? 
3. How to perform well in multi-tasking study/ work 

environment? 
4. How to be a successful person/ student? 
5. How to achieve good module grades and good CCA 

performance? 
6. How to avoid being late for lesson/ appointment? 
 
  During the group project discussion, close 
guidance was given to students to exploit the critical 
thinking and creative thinking skills that they have 
learned in lecture as they move from one step of the 
project to the next in solving real-life problem. An 
example of a mind-map developed by students is given 
below. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1:  An Example of Mind-map 
 

 Such progressive guidance facilitates the students 
in knowing how to put theory into practical problem 
solving and ensures that each path that they have taken 
is correct and does not deviate too much from the right 
path forward. During the guidance process, the lecturer 
will also share with the class if there are interesting 
ideas to explore to seek the class opinion. Students were 
encouraged to challenge/ criticise not so well-thought-of 
ideas or expand the good ideas further. This is 
especially useful in stimulating the students.   
 Wiggins G. (1993) denotes that students can 
prove the knowledge l earned  through applying 
what they have learned to s o l v i n g  real world 
problems. Individual self-reflection further consolidates 
the students' learning values and deepens the learning 
and thinking processes. In the reflection, individual 
student shared what they have learned in the module 
which can lead to learning from experience (Stevens 
D.D. and Cooper, J. E., 2009). To facilitate fair 
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assessment, students were given a one-page limit for 
self-reflection writing. An example of reflection is given 
below: 
 “I have learnt many things in the past 17 weeks 
and have benefited a lot from the real-life project. 
Different plans or projects require many different 
approaches to tackle multiple problems but keeping 
efficiency at the same time. The many skills we learnt: 
SWOT Analysis, Creative Thinking Method, Critical 
Thinking Methods, What-if Analysis, Root Cause 
Identification, 5-Why Method, Problem Solving 
Models, Product Development Strategy, Fishbone/ Tree 
Diagram and Mind Maps, all taught us to think not only 
just on the surface, but to delve deeper into the 
problems and solutions and view it from different 
angles. 
 
While doing the project, my team and I came across 
many hurdles. Firstly was the Product Development 
Strategy. Although our topic is on stress management, 
we do not offer products to reduce stress, but instead 
offering counselling services. It is something not 
physical unlike the other groups which have physical 
items, like IT-based solutions and electronics’ gadgets. 
We ultimately decided on “Good Service and 
Responsiveness” as a product development strategy, 
since only by “Good Service and Responsiveness” 
could good counselling services be delivered to 
customers. 
 
The peer assessment had provided a good opportunity 
for us to learn from each other. The project development 
journey with good advices and close guidance from 
lecturer has been fun and fruitful, and I hope I will have 
more of such opportunities again!” 
  
 Interesting Tan Kah Kee (TKK) Young Inventor 
Awards that other students won in the past were used at 
the beginning of each lesson to stimulate their thinking. 
An example that students won under my supervision 
titled “Tear-Easy Envelop” is given in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2:  An Example of TKK awards for mind 
stimulation 

 
 Another example of TTK awards is “Refreshing 
wake-up device” – an alarm clock that uses the sense of 
smell for people with hearing impaired.  
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3:  An Example of TKK awards for mind 
stimulation 

 
 Problem-based learning approach offers the 
following potential benefits: 

• The learning motivation of the students can be 
enhanced through connecting to real life 
projects. Deeper learning can be achieved 
when the students are able to establish 
association between concepts learned in lecture 
and real life applications. Students are able to 
excel and learn better if they have an 
environment that is centred around them (Land 
& Hannafin, 2000). 

• Critical thinking, creative thinking and 
problem solving abilities can be cultivated 
through solving the real-life problems. 

• They will also get to understand that learning 
goes beyond solving tutorial, case study and 
examination questions and extends into solving 
complex problems in real world. 

 
 Two surveys were conducted at the end of the 
semester on lecturers and students.  

The survey on students collected feedback on: 
- Increase in learning motivation 
- Usefulness of peer assessment 
- Effectiveness of linking concept to real life 

application 
- Effectiveness of progressive guidance 
- Timeliness of progressive guidance 
- Motivational effects of progressive guidance 
- Value of self-reflection  

 
The survey on lecturers collected feedback on: 
- Ease of motivating students 
- Usefulness in explanation of concept 
- Effectiveness in linking concept to real life 

application 
- Value in accelerating learning 
- Student engagement 
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Results and Discussion 
 
i)   Quantitative students’ feedback 

Quantitative students’ feedback was obtained via 
survey done with 39 students for the problem-based 
approach which gave the following results: 

1. 97.4% find the problem-based learning has 
motivated them very well. 

2. 100% find that peer assessment has made them 
learn more. 

3. 100% participate actively in lesson activity.  
4. 97.4% feel that seeing how theory is used in 

real life project encourages them to learn about 
the topic. 

5. 97.4% feel that they have benefited a lot from 
the progressive guidance.  

6. 100% feel that the progressive guidance is 
timely and motivating.  

7. 95% feel that self-reflection consolidates their 
learning in a meaningful way. 

8. 100% find that the open-ended questions at the 
beginning of each lesson helped them to be 
more creative and to look at the root cause of 
the problems from different angles and were 
useful for their project development. 

 
Quantitative students’ feedback for the 38 students 

for the case-study approach gave the following results, 
which were not as good as the problem-based learning 
approach: 

1. 71.1% find the case-study learning has motivated 
them very well. 

2. 76.3% participate actively in lesson activity.  
3. 71.1% feel that case-study is not enough for 

them to connect to real-life project.  
4. 73.7% feel that seeing how theory is used in 

case study analysis encourages them to learn 
about the topic. 
 

ii)    Qualitative students’ feedback 

 The qualitative students’ feedback for the problem-
based approach shows very positive comments: 

1. The peer assessment enables me to learn a lot 
of things from other teams. 

2. Lesson is exciting and fun. 

3. Problem-based learning makes me more 
confident and proficient in thinking effectively 
and creatively. It was a great experience. 

4. Self-reflection is very useful. Inquiry-based 
questions help us to think better. 

5. The module was fun and it was something new 
to experience. 

6. The lessons taught me something that I can 
benefit for life! 

7. I like the SWOT and root cause analysis which 
can be very useful for decision making. 

  

 The qualitative students’ feedback for the case-
study approach as listed below was not as positive as the 
problem-based approach: 

1. While case study helped me analyzed cases, I 
would prefer solving actual real-life problems.  

2. As there are model answers available from 
previous batches of students, it is better to 
work on real-life problem than case study. 

3. Case study does not allow me to solve the 
problems that I am facing now. 

4. Analyzing cases sharpen my critical thinking 
skills and team work. 

5. I am not sure how to utilize case analysis for 
improving my creative thinking skills. 

6. Lesson is engaging. 

7. Good team synergy. 
 
iii)    Student engagement results 

 The student engagement results were summarised 
in Table 1. 

 

 

% of 
students 

with > 95% 
attendance  

% of 
students 

with > 5% 
late for 
lesson 

Student 
participation 

in Q&A 

Control 
group 89.5 13.2 Fair 

Second 
group 100 2.5 Very good 

 

Table 1:  Comparison of Student Engagement 
Results 

 
 Student engagement results show that the 
percentage of students with an attendance rate of 95% 
and above has increased while the percentage of 
students with greater than 5% late for lesson (> 10 
minutes late) has reduced significantly. The students 
also participated very actively in Q&A.  
 
 
iv)    Staff feedback 

 Feedback from the lecturer shows that students 
learned via the problem-based learning approach were 
much more participative, creative, engaged and 
motivated in the learning process than students learned 
via the case-study approach. 
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Conclusions 
  
  The qualitative students’ feedback, quantitative 
students’ feedback, students’ engagement results and 
staff feedback of the Action Research project which 
spans over the two years using 77 Year-1 students show 
that the proposed "Problem-Based Learning" approach 
with Progressive guidance, Peer assessment and Self-
reflection has provided more benefits for students 
learning the "Thinking and Problem Solving" module 
than the "Case-study" approach.  
  They serve as an enabling tool to enhance 
students’ learning experience by motivating them, 
nurturing their enthusiasm for their subjects, developing 
deeper problem solving skills, building their 
metacognitive skills and preparing them for solving real 
world problems innovatively.  
 The future plan is to expand the methodology to 
other suitable modules in the School of Engineering so 
as to benefit more students, modules and staff.  
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Abstract 
 

Recently, (1) engineering skill and (2) creative 
skill has become more important for engineering. 
However, it is difficult to foster creative human 
resources who have both engineering and creative 
skills. In this study, we present an education effect of 
our proposed education program with TRIZ. To 
evaluate the effect, a trial lesson is conducted. This 
study evaluated the education effect by Curiosity test. 
The Curiosity test can measure the curiosity in terms 
of qualitative and quantitative. As results, in 60% 
students, the qualitative curiosity had been increased 
through our proposed program with TRIZ.  
 
Keywords: Engineering development, Problem-solving, 
TRIZ, Curiosity test 
 
Introduction 
 

Recently, intellectual property has become more 
important for engineering development in complex 
industrial structure, such as through internationalization, 
diversification and advancement of services. In such the 
industrial structures, both 1) engineering skill and 2) 
creative skill are required for engineers. The 
engineering skill is an ability of realization through 
technology. The creative skill is ability to creative 
something new. 

However, to foster creative human resources who 
have both the engineering skill and the creative skill is 
difficult. In our previous work, to foster creative human 
resources in KOSEN, we proposed a new education 
program with Theory of Inventive Problem Solving 
(TRIZ)[1]. In the proposed program, the target of 
achievement is following two acquisitions. 

(1) Acquisition of proposal skills in technology 
design and development. 

(2) Acquisition of problem-solving skills utilizing 
creativity. 

This paper presents an evaluation of the education 
program with TRIZ. We show an education effect of the 
program by a trial lesson. To evaluate the effect, we 
introduce a Curiosity test [2]. The Curiosity test can 
measure a curiosity in terms of “qualitative” and 
“quantitative”. By using the qualitative curiosity, we 
can measure a level of creativity. 

 
Education program with TRIZ  
 

To develop creative human resources in KOSEN, we 
had proposed a new education program with TRIZ in 
ISATE2014. The TRIZ is an inventive problem-solving 
methodology that was proposed by Genrich S. 
Altshuller in 1946. Figure 1 shows an overview of 
problem-solving with TRIZ. As shown in Fig. 1, a 
technological problem is generalized. Then, using 
knowledge in all fields, the standard solution is derived. 
Finally, the specific solution can be obtained by 
inspirations. In the TRIZ, tools of "40-principles", "9-
windows" and "Effect" are used in order to lead to the 
standard solution effectively.  

Table 1 shows our proposed program with TRIZ. As 
shown in Table 1, the program consists of 15 classes, 
and it is consisted of three parts. The No. 1 to 5 
introduce TRIZ and 40-principles. Next, the No. 7 to 10 
explain a generation of idea with Effect. Finally, the No. 
11 to 14 give a lecture of future spatial prediction using 
9-windows. Between the each part, we conduct an 
exercise of how to use these tools. 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1 Overview of a problem-solving with TRIZ. 
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 Trial lesson and evaluation of the education 
program 

 
We conducted a trial lesson for evaluation of the 

education program with TRIZ. Figure 2 shows pictures 
of the trial lesson. The trial lesson was conducted in 10 
students who are fifth grade students of National 
Institute of Technology oyama-collage. 

In this study, to evaluate an education effect of our 
program, Curiosity test [2] is introduced. Using the 
Curiosity test, we can measure someone's level of 
curiosity in terms of "Qualitative curiosity" and 
"Quantitative curiosity". The qualitative curiosity is a 
height of level of both intellect and creativeness. The 
quantitative curiosity is a breadth of the scope of 
curiosity. The qualitative curiosity indicates a level of 
creativity. 

Figure 3 shows a questionnaire form for the 
Curiosity test. As shown in Fig. 3, there are 96 items of 
questionnaire about interest. In No. 81-96, answerer fills 
out one's own concerns. The Curiosity test conducts by 
following five steps. 

 

Table 1 Proposed program with TRIZ. 
 

 
No. 

 

 
Title of class and contents 

 
1 

[Introduction] 
Explain about ability required for engineering and 
signification of learning creativeness. 

 
2 

[Requirements for a creative engineer] 
Explain about requirements for becoming 
creative engineers. 

 
3 

[Methodology for developing creativity] 
Introduction of TRIZ, and explain about basic 
concept of problem-solving with TRIZ. 

 
4 

[Approach to solve technical problems] 
Applications of problem-solving with TRIZ, and 
explanation of step for generating ideas. 

 
5 

[40-principles] 
Explain about tool of "40-principles". 

 
6 

[Practice of technical problem solution 1] 
Training of problem-solving with "40-principles”. 

 
7 

[Invention principles with technological 
contradictions] 
Show technological contradictions with case 
examples, and introduce procedure of TRIZ 
application. 

 
8 

[Generation of ideas that have identical 
function (What is “Function”?)] 
Explain about “Function” and generation of ideas 
that have an identical function. 

 
9 

[Application of “Effect” for generation of 
ideas] 
“Effect” tool is database of science and 
technology principles. Explain about creative 
pattern of ideas with “Effect” tool. 

 
10 

[Practice of technical problem solutions 2] 
Training for generation of ideas using “Effect”. 
 

 
11 

[Future technological forecast using roadmap] 
Introduction of a roadmap, which shows an 
evolution pattern of technologies. Explain about 
prediction of a future with the roadmap. 

 
12 

[Future spatial prediction using 9-windwos] 
Introduction of "9-windows", and explanation of 
how to use it for future spatial prediction. 

 
13 

[Generation of ideas using TRIZ] 
Explain about future prediction with "9-
windows", and discussion of a resolution for the 
future prediction with TRIZ. 

 
14 

[Practice of technical problem solution 3] 
Training of future prediction using "9-windows", 
and generation of specific solution. 

 
15 

[About invention] 
Explanation of intellectual property rights and a 
creation of technology via innovation. Discussion 
of importance of cycle of intellectual creation. 

 

 
(a) Lecture 1 

 

 
(b) Lecture 2 

 

 
(c) Curiosity test 

 
Figure 2 Photos of the trial lesson. 
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(Step 1) 
Select one's own interests from items of from No. 1 

to No. 80, and enter ○ in the space (イ). 
 

(Step 2) 
Fill out one's own interests without items of from 

No.1 to 80, and enter ○ in the space (イ). 
 

(Step 3) 
Count the number of the mark ○ . If the total 

number of ○ is number of more than 20, select 20 items 
of particular concern from the items marked ○  and 
change the marks to ◎. If the total number is number of 
less than 20, change all marks to ◎. 

 
(Step 4) 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3 Example of an answer of the Curiosity test. 

Table 2 Overview of questionnaire of Curiosity test. 
 

No
. issues (イ) A B C … S T 

1 Solar heat 
utilization 

       

2 Interior 
design 

       

3 Bird-
watching 

       

4 
Japanese 

woodblock 
prints 

       

・ 
・ 
・ 

36 Volunteer 
activities 

       

37 Black hole        

38 DIY        

39 Puzzle        

・ 
・ 
・ 

47 Comet 
Halley 

       

48 Computer 
art 

       

49 Herb        

50 Recycling        

・ 
・ 
・ 

79 Body clock        

80 Alchemy        

81 ***        
・ 
・ 
・ 

95 ***        
96 ***        

No.80-96 : Fill out own concerns (No.81～96) 
 
[Items of curiosity level] 
A : I have a concern from newspaper of TV and so on. 
B : I want to know its principle, and use for making new 
ideas. 

・ 
・ 
・ 

S : I hope a mere unexpected thing. 
T : I have a willingness to use own ingenuity to it. 
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Select curiosity level of the items which checked ◎. 
Select the appropriate items of from A to T, and write in 
○. If there are no appropriate items, keep in blank. 

 
(Step 5) 

Calculate the value of both qualitative curiosity and 
quantitative curiosity. The quantitative curiosity is 
calculated as following.  

 
Quantitative curiosity = X1 / ( 80 + X2 ) 
 
The X1 is the total number of both ◎ and ○ on (Z). 
The X2 is the number of items filled in No. 81-96. The 
qualitative curiosity is calculated as following. 
 
Qualitative curiosity = ( 1×N1 + 2×N2 + 3×N3 ) / X3 
 
The N1 is the sum of the number of ○ on A, D, F, I, N, 
P or Q. The N2 is the sum of the number of ○ on C, E, J, 
K, M or S, and the N3 is the sum of the number of ○ on 
B, G, H, L, O, R or T. The X3 is the total number of ○ 
on A to T. 
 

In this study, we conduct the Curiosity test before 
and after the lesson. Figure 3 shows one example of an 
answer of the Curiosity test. We evaluated an education 
effect of the proposed program with TRIZ by results of 
the test. 
 
Results and discussion about the education effects   
 

Figure 4 shows a summary of the result of Curiosity 
test of 10 students. The vertical axis is a level of the 
qualitative curiosity, the horizontal axis is a level of the 
quantitative curiosity. 

As shown in Fig. 4(a), after the trial lesson, values of 
the qualitative curiosity are increased more than 2.0 in 
all students. It shows that they got a good quality of 
curiosity through the education program. Especially, the 
students of Group (A), whose level of the qualitative 
curiosity were near 2.0, make a significant improvement 
through the lesson. For example, one student improved
the level of qualitative curiosity from 1.92 to 2.48. It 
means that the proposed program with TRIZ have a 
good effect on improvement of qualitative curiosity to 
students whose level of qualitative curiosity were low. 

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4(c), it is not 
effective in students (Group (B) and (C)) who had a 
more than 2.0 qualitative curiosity. In Group (B), their 
level of qualitative curiosity is rarely different from 
before the class. 

 
Conclusions 
 

This study presented an education effect of the 
education program with TRIZ by introducing the 
Curiosity test. Using the Curiosity test, we could show 
the improvement of an intellectual creativity through 
our proposed education program with TRIZ. As the 
result of the Curiosity test, the level of qualitative 
curiosity had been increased in 60% students. 

 
(a) Summary of the Curiosity test 

 

 
(b) Results of Group (A) 

 

 (c) Results of Group (B) and (C)   
 

Figure 4 Results of the Curiosity test 
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In the future work, we will consider introduction of 
the creative education program to education curriculum 
of KOSEN. 
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